Welcome to Your LIFE.

Living the LIFE You’ve Always Wanted

life-leadership-home.com
Learning to Live Your Dream LIFE

Where are the holes in your life? Is there a growing distance in your marriage? Could your family members be a little closer with one another? Are money troubles causing sleepless nights? What would it take to make your life whole again?

FAMILY, FINANCES, FITNESS, FAITH, FOLLOWING, FREEDOM, FRIENDSHIP, AND FUN

Well, this is where your LIFE journey begins. Whether you could use a little help or a great deal of guidance, you’ll find answers with LIFE’s time-tested personal-development materials. Founded on the teaching principles of bestselling authors Orrin Woodward and Chris Brady, LIFE is a revolutionary self-discovery system that you customize and personalize to your own goals and needs. All across North America, our products have been welcomed into homes, workplaces, churches, and schools. Tens of thousands have benefited from these learning tools while achieving their dreams and helping improve every aspect of daily living. And, unlike most self-improvement programs on the market, LIFE is offered at lower cost and with higher payback.
Relationships, money, business, beliefs—all of these slices of life can be divided into 8 categories. We call them the 8 Fs.

Just find the Fs you want to focus on, and these affordable, fun-to-learn, and easy-to-use improvement products will help take you to a whole new level. From bestselling books that are entertaining and enlightening to informative and inspiring audio, LIFE’s products filled with tried-and-true lessons will bring you enjoyment.

Begin your journey to a better life from the comfort and privacy of your own home for as little as $10 a month! We don’t promise an easy road ahead, but when you invest in yourself, you’re better prepared to meet life’s challenges. And we’re so confident that you will see positive results with all LIFE products that they’re proudly backed with our no-risk 30-day refund policy.

LIFE’s what you make it. Make a difference with yours. Try LIFE personal-development products today...And start living the life you’ve always wanted!
LIFE’s Content Contributors Bring You the Best Life-Changing Information.

**Orrin Woodward**  
*New York Times* bestselling author of *LeaderShift* and *Launching a Leadership Revolution*  
Orrin Woodward has written numerous highly respected books on leadership and personal development. His first solo book, *RESOLVED: 13 Resolutions for Life*, was even named as an All-Time Top 100 Leadership Book. Formerly employed as an engineer, Orrin holds four US patents and won an exclusive National Technical Benchmarking Award. He is a founder of LIFE Leadership and received the prestigious IAB Leader of the Year Award in 2011. As an internationally acclaimed speaker, he teaches around the globe on leadership, success coaching, and personal development. His leadership thoughts are shared on his blog, which is an All-Top Leadership Blog Selection and one of HR’s Top 100 Blogs for Management and Leadership.  

www.orrinwoodwardblog.com  
twitter.com/Orrin_Woodward

**Chris Brady**  
*New York Times* bestselling author of *Launching a Leadership Revolution*  
Chris Brady has written several acclaimed books on leadership and personal development, including *A Month of Italy: Rediscovering the Art of Vacation* and the 2013 Living Now Evergreen Book Awards Gold Medal Winner *Rascal: Making a Difference by Becoming an Original Character*. He is a founder of LIFE Leadership and speaks to audiences of thousands around the world about leadership, freedom, and success. He has been named one the Top 100 Authors to Follow on Twitter, and Online Masters Degree Programs chose his highly popular blog for a Masters Award in Leadership. Chris created the characters Obstaclés, the villain who tries to stop anyone from achieving excellence, and Rascal, the courageous hero who defeats Obstaclés and stays true to his purpose.  

www.chrisbrady.com  
twitter.com/RascalTweets

**Tim Marks**  
Tim Marks is a founder of LIFE Leadership and the bestselling author of 2013 Living Now Book Awards Bronze Medal Winner *Voyage of a Viking* and *Confidence of a Champion*. Tim’s story is one of overcoming personal setbacks to achieve tremendous success. He started out as a poor, dyslexic child from a broken family who was failing in school and engrossed in self-destructive habits. He now has a highly successful leadership business, is a sought-after mentor and life coach, and speaks to tens of thousands of people across North America every year with the mission of helping them rekindle the dreams, hope, and joy in their lives.  

**Claude Hamilton**  
Author of *Toughen Up!* Claude Hamilton served eight years in the Canadian Armed Forces, beginning at age seventeen. But then he realized the life of an entrepreneur was the only life for him and became a dedicated student of leadership principles. He built a highly successful leadership business with thousands of followers and founded LIFE Leadership with his devoted friends. Claude is a passionate promoter of the principles of success. His determination, character, and courage make him a powerful leader who persistently inspires people to reach for their dreams.
Sign Up for a Better Life.

Sometimes there’s no such thing as “too much of a good thing.” LIFE’s popular subscription packages will faithfully arrive at your door every month, each series containing countless informative and entertaining lessons to live by. As your collection grows, so will your personal drive and development. And with so many life-enriching categories to choose from, all you have to do is decide where to begin.

The LIFE Series – $50 per month
(also available in Spanish and French)
Here’s where LIFE began—with the now famously followed 8 Fs: Family, Finances, Fitness, Faith, Following, Freedom, Friendship, and Fun. This highly recommended series offers a strong foundation on which to build and advance in every area of your daily life. The timeless truths and effective strategies included will reignite passion and inspire you to be your very best. Transform your life for the better and watch how it will create positive change in the lives of those around you. Subscribe today and have the time of your LIFE!
Series includes 4 audios and 1 book monthly.

The LLR (Launching a Leadership Revolution) Series – $50 per month
There is no such thing as a born leader. Based on the New York Times bestseller Launching a Leadership Revolution by Chris Brady and Orrin Woodward, this series focuses on teaching leadership skills at every level. The principles and specifics taught in the LLR Series will equip you with all the tools you need for business advancement, community influence, church impact, and even an advantage in your home life. Topics include: leadership, finances, public speaking, goal setting, mentoring, game planning, accountability and tracking of progress, levels of motivation and influence, and leaving a personal legacy. Will you be ready to take the lead when you’re called? Subscribe now and learn how to achieve effective confidence skills while growing stronger in your leadership ability.
Series includes 4 audios and 1 leadership book monthly.
The Subscriptions from LIFE

The AGO (All Grace Outreach) Series – $25 per month
We are all here together to love one another and take care of each other. But sometimes in this hectic world, we lose our way and forget our true purpose. When you subscribe to the AGO Series, you’ll gain the valuable support and guidance that every Christian searches for. Nurture your soul, strengthen your faith, and find answers to better understand God’s plan for your life, marriage, and children.

*Series includes 1 audio and 1 book monthly.*

The Edge Series – $10 per month
You’ll cut in front of the rest of the crowd when you get the Edge. Designed for those on the younger side of life, this hard-core, no-frills series promotes self-confidence, drive, and motivation. Get advice, timely information, and true stories of success from interesting talks and fascinating people. Block out the noise around you and learn the principles of self-improvement at an early age. It’s a gift that will keep on giving from parent to child. Subscribe today and get a competitive Edge on tomorrow.

*Series includes 1 audio monthly.*

The Freedom Series – $10 per month
Freedom must be fought for if it is to be preserved. Every nation and generation needs people who are willing to take a stand for it. Are you one of those brave leaders who’ll answer the call? Gain an even greater understanding of the significance and power of freedom, get better informed on issues that affect yours, and find out how you can prevent its decline. This series covers freedom matters that are important to you. Make your freedom and liberty a priority and subscribe today.

*Series includes 1 audio monthly.*
The Subscriptions from LIFE

LIFE Library Subscription – $40 per month
You’ll never be shushed in this library. This online, round-the-clock resource is the best connection for LIFE’s latest and greatest leadership content. Easy access allows you to search by format, speaker, or subject, and you can watch or listen in either video or audio format. Go exploring through the entire content of the LIFE Library. Subscribe today, tune in, and turn it up.

LIFE Live Subscription – $40 per month
Are you missing out on LIFE? LIFE Live gives you an all-access pass to LIFE Seminars or Webinars all across North America. This cost-effective subscription lets you attend live gatherings in person or by viewing a LIFE Webinar from wherever you are. The LIFE/LLR Session kicks off these live events, which can range in size from a couple hundred to thousands of participants. Now you can continue to keep up with beneficial content and get the latest information you want. Subscribe today. We look forward to seeing you LIVE!

Rascal Radio Subscription – $49.95 a month
Listen up! You asked for it, and we heard you loud and clear. Now hear this: Rascal Radio is a one-of-a-kind, personal-development Internet radio hot spot. Switch on and tune in to an incredible selection of preset stations for each of LIFE’s 8 Fs with the ability to customize your own format by choosing a combination of speaker or subject matter. The life-changing possibilities are endless as you browse through the hundreds of audio recordings available. Select and purchase your favorite talks to gift to family and friends. Listen, learn, and grow through the ease of Rascal Radio.

Subscription includes a 7 Day Free Trial.
Free Rascal Radio Smartphone App!

Financial Fitness Subscription – $10 a month for 12 months
If you found the Financial Fitness Pack life-changing and beneficial to your bank account, then you’ll want even more timely information and guidance from the Financial Fitness Subscription. It’s designed as a continuing economic education to help people develop financial discipline and overall knowledge of how their money works. Learn how to make financial principles your financial habits. It’s a money thing, and it always pays to be cash savvy.
1 audio each month.
**LIFE by Chris Brady and Orrin Woodward – $23.95**

The *LIFE* book received a Gold ADDY Award in the Collateral Material category at the 2011 District 6 ADDY Awards and came back to win a Silver ADDY Award at the regionals. Family, Finances, Fitness, Faith, Following, Freedom, Friendship, and Fun: Find all of your 8 Fs and learn how to get the very best out of them in *LIFE*. Chris and Orrin team up to bring you a book that speaks directly to living a life that counts. Here they deliver pick-me-ups, thought provokers, and game changers and then pair them with amazing personal photographs. This will be the favorite coffee-table book you’ll pick up again and again. Order your copy today and start living a much more meaningful life!
Books from Obstaclés Press

Confidence of a Champion: Becoming Who You Were Created to Be by Letting Go of Lies from the Past by Tim Marks – $21.95

Always encouraging, Tim shows that it’s never too late to start living the life you’ve always dreamt of. Here, he provides an exposition on building confidence that will help you to discover your worth by recognizing the strengths, talents, and values that make you a unique person. Find your inner strength and become a Champ to be reckoned with!

This product is also available as an audio book for $29.95.

Edge by Chris Brady and Orrin Woodward – $23.95

There’s no age limit on success or the thinking behind it. Get the Edge on insight, inspiration, and plenty of practical advice by studying the experience of those who have already gone through the learning curve and achieved the kind of victories and fulfillment you strive for. Challenge yourself playing “Find Obstaclés,” that annoying elf-like creature that (like real life critics) will do anything to trip you up on your road to success. The life-changing information found in this book will help you develop a keen eye and the good sense to easily spot him and avoid his snares. No one else can be who you are or do what you do. All your dreams deserve your best efforts, so get Edge and get a head start on accomplishing them!
Letters to Lindsey by Terri Brady – $23.95
For nearly twenty years, Terri Brady has captivated audiences with her heartfelt and often humorous teachings on marriage, motherhood, overcoming obstacles, achieving success, and living a Godly life. In her first book, she candidly shares her personal stories, insights, and advice, inspiring readers to grow closer to Christ, remain strong in their faith, and let love and joy fill their hearts and lives. This book is the perfect gift to treasure for yourself or to give to someone you treasure.

Toughen Up!: Basic Training for Leadership and Success by Claude Hamilton – $21.95
Former Royal Canadian navy diver turned successful entrepreneur and leadership expert Claude Hamilton teaches you what it takes to toughen up your heart, mind, and soul in order to become all that God created you to be. With motivating personal examples and his “Basic Training for Leadership and Success,” Claude teaches you how to carry on through the most difficult challenges that life can throw your way—even when it seems impossible to go on any further. Discover new ways to hurdle over any roadblock to success and don’t let anything stand in the way of having the great life you deserve and are capable of achieving.
Launching a Leadership Revolution: Mastering the Five Levels of Influence by Chris Brady and Orrin Woodward – $15.95

This book demonstrates how the principles of leadership apply to anyone and everyone. The question isn’t whether you are a leader, but rather, will you be ready when you’re called upon to lead? Let Orrin and Chris teach you the art and science of leadership, so you’ll be ready when the spotlight shines on you!

This product is also available as an audio book for $29.95.

Launching a Leadership Revolution (LLR) Workbook by Chris Brady and Orrin Woodward – $17.95

This companion to Launching a Leadership Revolution is designed to increase the understanding of the information presented in the original book. Dig deeper into both the art and science of leadership: what a leader is, what a leader brings, what a leader does, how a leader grows personally, and how a leader grows in influence. There will come a time when you are called to lead. With the Launching a Leadership Revolution Workbook, you can make sure that you are ready to take charge.
Financial Fitness: The Offense, Defense, and Playing Field of Personal Finance – $21.95

If you ever feel that you’re too far behind and can’t envision a better financial picture, you are so WRONG! You need this book! The Financial Fitness book is for everyone at any level of wealth. Just like becoming physically or mentally fit, becoming financially fit requires two things: knowing what to do and taking the necessary action to do it. Learn how to prosper, conserve, and become fiscally fantastic. It’s a money thing, and the power to prosper is all yours!

Financial Fitness Workbook – $7.95

Economic affairs don’t have to be boring or stressful. Make managing money fun in a few simple steps. Use this workbook to get off to a great start and then continue down the right path to becoming fiscally fantastic! Discover exactly where all of your money actually goes as you make note of all your expenditures. Every page will put you one step closer to financial freedom, so purchase the Financial Fitness Workbook today and get budgeting!
**Books from Obstaclés Press**

**RESOLVED: 13 Resolutions for LIFE** by Orrin Woodward – $21.95

*RESOLVED: 13 Resolutions for LIFE* is the perfect way to learn the personal and leadership principles that have made so many people grow from ordinary citizens into extraordinary people who shine. Go back in time to explore the wisdom and experiences of some of the world’s most renowned leaders. Also used in college curriculum, this book is the ideal gift of “a better you” for yourself and your loved ones.

This product is also available as an audio book for $29.95.

---

**RESOLVED Primer** by Orrin Woodward with John David Mann – $14.95

This is the perfect compact, highly accessible companion volume to *RESOLVED: 13 Resolutions for LIFE* designed to be a quick, easy, and powerful read. It’s filled with idea starters and eye-squinting truths. If you want richer relationships, more personal satisfaction, a compelling sense of purpose, and better control of your finances and business, the *RESOLVED Primer* is for you!
**Rascal: Making a Difference by Becoming an Original Character** by Chris Brady with Foreword by Orrin Woodward – $21.95

*Rascal* won the Personal Growth Gold Medal in the 2013 Living Now Evergreen Book Awards. Discover how to develop the character of a Rascal, to get out of line and be different in order to make a difference. Your individual future and the future of freedom depend on it. Get in touch with your Rascalinity and use it to break barriers and catapult you ahead of your peers. Live your life on purpose for a purpose and make your own unique contribution to the world!

This product is also available as an audio book for $29.95.

---

**A Month of Italy: Rediscovering the Art of Vacation** by Chris Brady – $15.95

*A Month of Italy* won a 2013 Gold ADDY Award for its cover design. This story is one of going slow in order to go fast; it’s about rediscovering and bringing back a lost art, namely the *art of vacation*, and it is—or rather should be—a story about you. With wit and wisdom, Chris details the adventures of the Brady family’s month-long sabbatical in picturesque Italy. Kick back and relax with your copy today and be inspired to take your own “radical sabbatical”!

This product is also available as an audio book for $29.95.
Books from Obstaclés Press

Leadership and Liberty: Pieces of the Puzzle by Chris Brady and Orrin Woodward – $17.95

This book not only reviews timeless leadership principles but focuses them as applied to the concepts of liberty and freedom—specifically toward winning back much of what has been lost in our lands. This is a must read to equip leaders, both new and experienced alike, to make an increasing difference in the fight for the principles of freedom.

This product is also available as an audio book for $29.95.

Voyage of a Viking: How a Man of Action Can Become a Man of Grace by Tim Marks – $21.95

Voyage of a Viking won the Personal Growth/Motivation Bronze Medal in the 2013 Living Now Book Awards and received a 2013 Silver ADDY Award for its cover design. Prepare for an inspiring journey into the depths of the human experience, the power of small acts of kindness, and the resiliency of mankind's spirit. For every little boy or girl classified as hopeless, for every discouraged parent, and for every entrepreneur losing his or her passion, this true story is ready to restore faith.

This product is also available as an audio book for $29.95.
Mentoring Matters: Targets, Techniques, and Tools for Becoming a Great Mentor with Foreword by Orrin Woodward – $19.95

Get your sticky notes ready for all the info you’re about to take in from this book. Do you know what it means to be a great mentor? It’s a key part of successful leadership, but for most people, the necessary skills and techniques don’t come naturally. Educate yourself on all of the key targets, techniques, and tools for becoming a magnificent mentor with this easy-to-apply manual. Your leadership success will be forever increased!

1913 by Oliver DeMille – $19.95

In 1913, our country changed forever. Through the past 100 years, we’ve witnessed a decline in morals, principles, and ethics. Freedom has been diminishing. This book offers three practical solutions that you can put into action on a daily basis to help restore America’s freedom and revitalize her prosperity.

Leadership: Tidbits and Treasures by Chris Brady and Orrin Woodward – $17.95

What’s better than learning from your own mistakes? Learning from someone else’s! All successful leaders have developed a set of core leadership traits that have helped them rise to the top. But it can take a lifetime of trial and error to learn these valuable principles. This leadership book is filled with timeless information and nuggets of truth that will give you a priceless education for successful living. Develop and apply wisdom today so you can make a difference for tomorrow.
LIFE’s Bestselling Packs

Mental Fitness Challenge (MFC) Set – $220

“There are two educations: One should teach us how to make a living and the other how to live.” – John Adams

Absolutely no one that faces and conquers the Mental Fitness Challenge (MFC) fails to evolve—no one. The determined souls that commit the time and energy to invest in themselves by using this product will not only strengthen their emotional, mental, and financial foundation, but they will also enjoy the benefits of that strengthened foundation forevermore. The MFC is the show piece and most esteemed player in the LIFE product lineup and contains decades of footprints of LIFE’s founding fathers. Prepare to grow as a person, experience the sensation of true, personal accomplishment, and allow your mind to replace powerlessness with new possibilities. The MFC is for every aspiring human being, offers an interactive, easy-to-use website, and will deliver what it promises.

The three modules include three books and 16 audio recordings. A FREE smartphone app and access to FREE videos and downloads are also included.

Financial Fitness Pack – $99.99

Once and for all, it’s time to free yourself from the worry and heavy burden of debt. Decide today to take an honest look at your finances by learning and applying the simple principles of financial success. The Financial Fitness Pack provides you with all the tools needed to get on a path to becoming fiscally fantastic!

Pack includes the Financial Fitness book, a companion workbook, and 8 audio recordings.
More Packs from LIFE

**Marriage Pack – $40.00**
A healthy, sacred, and genuinely loving marriage is one that we all strive for. But every day can’t be wedded bliss or the perfect Hollywood romance that movies and TV pretend it to be. Learn to look at your relationship through God’s eyes and see its true beauty. With LIFE’s Marriage Pack, you’ll discover new ways to help ride out troublesome storms and, instead, end up walking off into the sunset together.

*Pack includes 4 audio recordings.*

**Parenting Pack – $40.00**
Parents worldwide know that raising children is one of life’s greatest challenges as well as one of its greatest joys. Being a perfect parent is a fictional idea, but what you can strive to be is a mom or dad continually educating yourself to make the best decisions for your kids. Remember, you’re raising the leaders of the next generation; provide them with wings to soar!

*Pack includes 4 audio recordings.*

**8 Fs Introductory Pack – $80.00**
Family, Finances, Fitness, Faith, Following, Freedom, Friendship, and Fun. We’ve got all of your 8 Fs covered in one convenient pack. Discovering each category of the 8 Fs at the same time is like the best sneak peek EVER! You just might realize the one or several areas that you’ve been neglecting. Who doesn’t want to live a better life? The information in this pack will inspire you to get back on the right track to living yours.

*Pack includes 8 audio recordings.*
More Packs from LIFE

**Leading Your Way to a Better Life Pack – $80.00**

Never stop leading, and never stop learning to lead more effectively. Adopt this philosophy, and you will see yourself and your family headed toward greater success. This pack is full of enticing thoughts and ideas that will get you pumped up to learn more about leadership. You don’t need a title to stand up and be a leader; all you need is the mind-set and a will to succeed. 
*Pack includes 8 audio recordings.*

**People Skills Pack – $40.00**

Find yourself getting along with some people and not being able to see eye-to-eye with others? LIFE brings you 4 impressive audio recordings designed to help you uncover truths and learn about different personality types. Figure out what you can do to get along better with everyone. It’s okay to realize you need to work on a specific area; that shows you’re ready to grow. Start your journey right here right now as you reveal the truth about yourself. 
*Pack includes 4 audio recordings.*

**Public Speaking Pack – $40.00**

Who needs a speech writer when you’ve got YOU! Whether you are speaking to a small group of friends or a stadium full of strangers, you can do it like a pro with the help of LIFE’s *Public Speaking Pack*. Gain the knowledge needed to take your presentations to the next level. Listen to the audio recordings included and start practicing right away. We can’t wait to hear what you have to say! 
*Pack includes 4 audio recordings.*
“Dark Water” by Chris Brady – $10.00
Chris presents a deep sea of thought-provoking content revealing the spiritual laws that say: When you really need the inner tubes you’ve constructed and blown up, you will find out that they’re nothing but air. They will not protect you when the dark water comes. We may try to do it all without God, but eventually we realize He is in control of everything in our lives.

“Delay Your Gratification” by Claude Hamilton – $10.00
Claude delivers a straightforward talk about how to get your financial life in order, sharing details of his own personal experience with turning his emotional thought process into a more clear and rational way of thinking. Many people are so addicted to instant gratification that each purchase is putting them deeper in debt. Cut up that plastic, learn to live within your means, and reap the rewards of delayed gratification and financial freedom!

“The Lens Effect” by Orrin Woodward – $10.00
How do you see the world? There are so many different and unique ways each of us views life. Orrin reveals that victim, follower, performer, and leader are the 4 different lenses through which people view life. Which lens are you using today, and which do you want to begin looking through? Choose the right one, become more successful, and accomplish greater things in life.
**More LIFE Audio Recordings**

**“Self Talk” by Orrin Woodward and Chris Brady – $10.00**

Maybe you don’t give yourself enough credit, or you’re your own worst critic. “Self Talk” is all about the importance of giving yourself mental pats on the back to remind you that you’re doing a good job. Always give yourself positive reinforcement to keep moving forward on your path to greatness. Listening to this recording will leave you reinvigorated to start applauding yourself and encourage you to take your performance to a higher level!

**“Mental Toughness” by Tim Marks – $10.00**

To create mental toughness, you need to discover what motivates you the most and develop a will and desire to exceed your personal standards. This audio will provide the knowledge and strength to give you just that. Constantly thinking, changing, and growing will put you miles ahead of those with idle minds. Imagine the possibilities, dream big, and learn to be a person who never gives up!

**“13 Resolutions for Life” by Orrin Woodward – $10.00**

Do you cherish life, live with purpose, and make every moment count, or are you just going through the motions and killing time? Send your soul to school by studying the 13 Resolutions. Orrin brings together the exact ingredients that will feed your mind and nourish your soul. Apply these resolutions to your life, and you may just become the change you’ve always dreamed of seeing in the world.
The LIFE DVDs: Watch and Learn.

**LLR DVD 2: “Levels of Influence” by Orrin Woodward – $20.00**
Do you come across with a good image? Are you giving people the right vibe to be influence them? This DVD touches on all *Five Levels of Influence* and the ways to change specific areas in your life. Leadership begins with character, and character is built when you fail. It’s all about picking yourself up, dusting off, and trying all over again. Start moving yourself up the ladder of success with new ways of thinking and different ways of responding.

**LLR DVD 3: “Launch Your Revolution” by Chris Brady – $20.00**
You say you want a revolution? Watch this DVD and realize that you’ve been a leader all along. (Some just need a little extra push and some encouragement.) It’s all in how you handle the pressures of life. Perseverance is the act of never giving up, so learn how to live with zest and a spirit that says just that. With this attitude you’ll have people following you, asking how it’s done. Just hand them this DVD and say, “Hey, Launch Your OWN Revolution!”

**AGO DVD 1: “Christ Centered” by Orrin Woodward – $20.00**
Your heart and soul will be touched with this inspirational talk on how to achieve ultimate balance by living a Christ-centered life. The more you see what’s in your heart, the more you recognize your need for Christ. Once you understand that YOU don’t control your life, and that Christ does, living by the proper principles no longer seems like a difficult chore, but rather a peaceful, joyful path that leads to a fulfilling and rewarding life!
See What LIFE has in store for you.

And that’s not all LIFE has to offer! We have hundreds of other products to help you on your path toward personal development and lasting fulfillment. Please visit our website at life-leadership-home.com and start living the life you’ve always wanted!

Shop at: life-leadership-home.com